SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING A
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PDP) STATEMENT

LIST GOALS: In the coming year (or five years), as a professional art educator, I plan to....

In my experience teaching art, I have found that .....are some challenges that I face.

DESCRIBE TEACHING COMMITMENTS:
I am dedicated to improving ..... 
I am dedicated to learning more about....... 

DESCRIBE TEACHING PHILOSOPHY:
My beliefs about teaching art are…….

DESCRIBE TEACHING GOALS:
Goal 1: In the classroom, I will work to enhance or improve student learning in....

Goal 2: In the classroom, I will work to enhance or improve my skills in assessment…

Goal 3: In the classroom, I will integrate art criticism…

DESCRIBE ARTISTIC GOALS (if applicable)
As an artist, I plan to begin........

DESCRIBE OBJECTIVES FOR MEETING GOALS:
I plan to spend my summers traveling to...........

I plan to continue my formal studies in art or art education in relation to....... 

I plan to attend art education conferences to............ 

I plan to attend workshops in .........